
The Bob Graham Round. A circuit of 42 peaks in the Lake District to be done in under 24 hours.
And that’s about it, really!

There are a few other rules, but not many; each summit must be witnessed by someone
(referred to as a ‘pacer) and the attempt must begin and end at the Moot Hall in Keswick. Other
than that, contenders are free to pick the time and date of the event, how and when they take on
food, stop, even which direction to go. All done on trust and no timing chips, trackers or anything
else required!

The round has its roots in long distance fell walking attempts going back well over a century;
then along came Bob to break the existing record in 1932 with a round of 42 summits - thought
to match his age, although until relatively recently the story and certainly the details were pretty
unheard of outside of the fell running community. The fact he failed in his first attempt and that
the record wasn’t bettered until 30 years later hints at the scale of the achievement; successful
attempts have picked up in the years since but it remains a tantalising test of endurance and the
more I read and heard, the more obsessive I became. The stories of success and failure on the
round are legendary and fill entire books in their own right, but the although the world has
changed a fair bit in the last 89 years or so, the mountains are still more or less the same big
lumps they always were - and the chance to literally step in Bob’s footsteps was too enticing to
pass up.

The route

The route itself covers about 66 miles and
28,000 ft of elevation, crossing 4 roads,
naturally dividing itself into 5 legs. You can
stop anywhere you like but typically
contenders will be met at each road crossing
with clothing, water and food and sometimes
first aid. It is not a race - attempts cost nothing
in terms of ‘entry’ and can be done whenever
you like.

Pacers often are changed at each leg stop but
you can have as many or as few as you like. It
is possible to do the round as a pair, pacing
one another,  but this is a challenge with
variations in pace etc. A lot of contenders also
rely on their pacers as ‘mules’ for water/food
etc. and I wasn’t going let this opportunity
pass! As a contender you quickly learn that
they form a massive part of the day and, hopefully, your success - the ethos of the club is to
help others and the club has a proud tradition of successful completers pacing others on their
attempts. On top of the practical help, during the darker moments of my round they were a



massive support and equally my sense of obligation to them definitely helped me keep going.
The team element is one of the great aspects of doing a Bob Graham Round and pacing
someone else is also a very enjoyable experience. I have always likened it to a sort of running
stag do...a group of friends rally round the contender, telling him when to eat, drink, where to go,
what time it is and (mostly) enjoying their surroundings and company - and at the centre of it a
human in a bit of a state, totally unaware of the circus around them! My Whatsapp group made
for a fascinating timeline of events after the round.

Training

There was a minor problem at the beginning of the whole thing in that I’d never run much
beyond a half marathon before...I was therefore quite happy with a patient build up and many
people I spoke to stressed that the Bob Graham is much more than just the day itself (which is a
surreal blue really) - I would agree with that completely and have fantastic memories of days out
learning the route and the mishaps we encountered along the way.

The BGR is great in that it’s relatively accessible - no qualifying points, it’s free to register and
postpone attempts which many contenders will due to poor weather or injury (a minority of
completers don’t even worry about applying for club membership at all). So a change in
personal circumstances or injury don’t spell the end - put your plans back a bit and have another
go. This was a big help in me ever getting to the start line - in the years 2014 - 2021, injury,
work, family, and a global pandemic all played their part interrupting my things. I got as far as
booking accomodation at least 3 times and registered 2 attempts before successfully getting
myself and team to the Moot Hall.

To begin I took a trip up to the lakes and ran a leg to get feel for the task - a recce of leg one
was quite a wake up call to just how long and high it was but I had a great couple of days and
on returning slowly built up miles and got used to being on my feet for longer periods - a big part
of it was learning how to occupy my mind for long periods as much as training my legs but as
time went on I looked forward to the long weekend runs the most. Long days up in the lakes,
running or walking are definitely the most useful and it was unfortunate that due to lockdowns I
couldn’t get in more days close to the attempt either on the fells or similar terrain in South Wales
as I had planned. During the day itself my splits show I did okay on the quicker, runnable
sections (I matched Kilian Jornet’s time on ONE - downhill - split!) but dropped a bit of time on
the long, steep climbs which is probably a fair reflection of the type of training I did. The year
leading up to the attempt I naturally settled on a routine that seemed to suit my legs and
work/family::

Weekend - a big day of about 25 hilly miles
Monday -  short flat recovery day Monday
Wednesday - headtorch run home from school - about 6 miles and 2 big hills

This all added up to around 5000ft of climbing a week and so this became an approximate
weekly target. In the months prior to my attempt I gave up drinking and this allowed my big



weekend day to start nice and early giving me some more night running experience and more
family time. In the years preceding the attempt I got a few other events in. I did these in their
own right but they were all good preparation in their own way. They included:

The Brecon Fans Races
Stroud Trails Marathon
Various short fell races in South Wales
The Abraham Tea Round (approx half a Bob Graham)
The Fellsman

In addition I did a few back- back-legs of the route and supported a friend on his 2 attempts.

The Team

We comprised of a few old friends from the events above - plus Stroud representation in the
shape of Martin and Luke O’Connor, Mark and Seila. Also nice to have a bit of a Gastrells
School showing in the shape of fellow teacher Jake and ex pupil Luke!

The 2021 lineup (in order)

Mark  (Stroud AC) Leg 1, Leg 5
James Leg 2, Leg 3
Dan Leg 3, Leg 4
Marion Leg 3
Jake Leg 4
Martin and Luke (Stroud AC) Leg 4
Seila (Stroud AC) Leg 5
Miki (my long- suffering wife; all road support and food)

Thank you again everyone for making the effort to join me and all your fantastic support on the
day.

The attempt

I have put the attempt itself as a separate report as it is a long read in itself and I wrote it
immediately after I finished. I was buzzing for days afterwards and found writing it down really
helpful to get my thoughts in order and calm down a bit! One of the great things about the club
is all successful finishers must submit a detailed report of their day as part of the ratification
process - so I have left it as I submitted it with all events as I recalled them at the time (about 3
or 4 days afterwards).
You’ll see from the pictures it was a beautiful but very hot day.

Route: clockwise
Start time: 11pm



What I ate:

Aldi Titan (Mars)  cake bars
Skips
Vanilla Crowns
Apples
Lentil soup
Sausage roll
Jelly Babies
Nutella & Banana pancakes

Pictures (in time order on route)

Leg 2: Sunrise
somewhere near
Clough Head

Leg 2: On way to Great Dodd



Leg 2: Descending to Grisedale Tarn (Seat Sandal to the right, Fairfield off to the left)

Start of Leg 3: Looking up Steel Fell...we are visible not far from the top...



...looking down Steel Fell

Leg 3:
Climbing
Scafell Pike



Sca Fell via Lord’s Rake



Leg 4: Great Gable (I think?) Team O’Connor leading the way...

The final peak...topping Robinson at
9.08pm



Leg 5, heading home off Robinson. Skiddaw and Blencathra (which I summitted at around
midnight that morning) are in the distance. Seila is diligently carrying a tub of rice pudding for
the entirety of leg 5 (I never ate it)

The End! Moot Hall

My pacers’ time notes and schedule


